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Abstract
The Applied Anthropology Laboratories (AAL) conducted a data enhancement project for archaeological resources in Fulton County, Indiana funded by a FY2017 Historic Preservation Fund Grant. This project focused on four south-central townships (Henry, Liberty, Union, and Wayne), and General Land Office (GLO) sites in Rochester Township. A total of 924 acres of agricultural land was surveyed, identifying 108 new archaeological sites. The survey recovered 94 prehistoric artifacts and 1,806 historic artifacts. Cultural periods represented in the artifact assemblies include precontact era Early Archaic and Late Woodland components, in addition to 65 Historic components. Six sites were recommended for additional research and are potentially eligible for the National Register of Historic Places.

Methods
Eleven different parcels within the south and central townships of Fulton County were surveyed between August 26 and November 26, 2017 with pedestrian transects spaced 10 meters apart. In addition, three GLO sites (12-Fu-22, 12-Fu-36, 12-Fu-37), originally recorded in 1834, were reinvestigated to better determine their location. When a site was located, a closer interval pedestrian survey was conducted within a 5 meter radius of the initial find. Dense artifact scatters over large areas were plotted with a GPS every 5 meters and artifacts in the site were grouped together as such. Significant historic sites were compared to various nineteenth century atlases to determine whether historic structures may be associated with them.

Results
As a result of this survey, 108 new archaeological sites were recorded. Ninety-four prehistoric artifacts and 1,806 historic artifacts were recovered. The average site density encountered was one site per 11.6 acres. Of the 108 archaeological sites identified during the FY2017 project, 46 are classified as Unidentified Prehistoric and 65 sites have a Historic component dating primarily from the early 18th century to present. The identified Prehistoric components consisted of one Early Archaic site, one Late Archaic site, and two Late Woodland/Mississippian sites. Diagnostic projectile points collected from these sites include 1 St. Charles Dowettal, 1 Brewerton Side-Notched, and 2 Madison points respectively. Two of the most intriguing sites encountered (12-Fu-65 and 12-Fu-67) yielded hundreds of diagnostic Historic artifacts along with a few flakes. A consultation of historical atlases dating to 1876 (Andrews 1968) showed two structures that once stood where each site was found.

Case Study
A total of 160.76 acres was surveyed in Survey Area 1. Survey Area 1 consists of moraine and till plain landforms and Riddles fine sandy loam (RLA) soils. Twenty sites are considered potentially eligible for inclusion to National Register of Historic Places under the criterion for prehistoric expression and time period. Three of these sites, (12-Fu-65, 12-Fu-67, and 12-Fu-139) were likely associated with Historic structures dating between 1883 to 1907 (Andrews 1968; Geo. Ogle & Co. 1907); Kingman 1975). Two of these sites were plotted with a GPS every 5 meters and artifacts in the site were grouped together as such.

Discussion/Conclusion
This project has added to the cultural chronology of the county with the addition of 108 new archaeological sites, making the total 166 sites in Fulton County. In addition, two of the four projectile points recovered from the survey were previously unrecorded in the county, thus refining our knowledge of Prehistoric occupation and chronology within the county. Six high density sites (12-Fu-65, 12-Fu-67, 12-Fu-68, 12-Fu-98, 12-Fu-126, and 12-Fu-139) which yielded numerous diagnostic materials were considered potentially eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. Three of these sites, (12-Fu-65, 12-Fu-67, and 12-Fu-139) were added to the archaeological record of Fulton County as a result of our survey, of which there were only 56 prior.

Introduction
The main goals of the project were to increase the number of sites listed in the State Historical Architecture and Archaeological Research Database (SHAARD), refine the cultural chronology for the county, examine evidence for early Euro-American settlement, explore potential Potawatomi settlements, resolve inconsistencies in the SHAARD database, and investigate up to 10 sites recorded in the General Land Office (GLO) survey records. The project area was selected due to the identification of Fulton County as a data-deficient county. Fulton County had 58 archaeological sites recorded in the SHAARD database prior to the start of this survey (Division of Historic Preservation and Archaeology 2007). The 924 acres of surveyed land included 4.36 acres of reserved area.
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A total of 160.76 acres was surveyed in Survey Area 1. Survey Area 1 consists of moraine and till plain landforms and Riddles fine sandy loam (RLA) soils. Twenty sites are considered potentially eligible for inclusion to National Register of Historic Places under the criterion for prehistoric expression and time period. Three of these sites, (12-Fu-65, 12-Fu-67, and 12-Fu-139) were likely associated with Historic structures dating between 1883 to 1907 (Andrews 1968; Geo. Ogle & Co. 1907); Kingman 1975). Two of these sites were plotted with a GPS every 5 meters and artifacts in the site were grouped together as such.

Based on density and diversity of artifacts and the variety of activities represented, sites 12-Fu-65 and 12-Fu-67 have the potential to yield additional information beyond the Phase I level of early settlement and economic activity of late 10th through early 20th century Fulton County. Therefore, these sites are considered potentially eligible for inclusion to National Register of Historic Places under criteria A and criteria B for the period of Euro-American expansion into the Great Lakes region and criteria D for its potential to yield information on settlement in the Fulton County Project.
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